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now rise and fall each in its own place; they
pose, therefore, in the film and itnpress their
form upon it, the largest movemenit giving the
largest impression, and where the:movement is
naught the impression is naught. II
Part II., by Mr. Tallent, is devotted to threecolor photography. It opens with an elementary treatment of spectrum work aIs applied to
the study of color and color mixturres. Following this comes a very complete acc ount of color
curves, and the reproduction of viarious colors
by the synthesis of three prima: ry spectrum
colors. Ives's beautiful method is again described, together with fuller detai is regarding
the preparation of color records, the> preparation
and use of color filters and other dletails. The
various other modifications of thi e three-color
scheme are treated, closing with Xa chapter on
Wood's diffraction process. It Eseems a pity
that fuller working details of some of the
methods of producing colored tr ansparencies
by the superposition of dyed filIms, are not
given. However, there are hints e nough to enable one to experiment along therse lines if so
inclined.
Part III., by Mr. Senior, is a dozen or so
pages on the Lippmann process, writh formule
for the preparation of the emulsioin. There is
a good deal of repetition in the , book, as is
usually the case in symposia of t ,his sort. It
will, however, be found very usefu l as a reference book by those desirous of e]rperimenting
with any of the processes.
R. W. W.
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SCIENTIFIC JO URNALS AND ARTICLES.
THE January American Journal of Physiology,
the concluding number of Vol. IV., records in
the initial paper further interesting results obtained by Loeb in his study of artificial parthenogenesis. Loeb has caused the eggs of Chmtopterus, an annelid, to develop into free swimming
larvme by simply placing the eggs in various
solutions which-cause them to lose water. Potassium ions, however, have peculiar power
over these eggs which grow to the trochophore
stage in a KCl solution with an osmotic pressure
considerably lower than that of sea water. A
slight addition of HCl to the sea water also
causes the eggs to develop. Loeb carefully
observed the morphological changes in the
eggs during their development, and found
that although the artificially produced trochophores may be indistinguishable from those
arising from fertilized eggs, yet the processes of
segmentation varied so greatly that these processes must be regarded as distinctly a function

of the constitution of the sea water.

These ob-

servations, together with those on the formation
of giant embryos by the fusion of two or more
eggs, have an important bearing on developmental mechanics and cell lineage. Loeb concludes with a consideration of the relation

